REPORT AFTER INTERMAT 2018
Intermat 2018 has been one of the most positive Fair of the last years in France.

One of the reasons of this good exhibition for us was due to the fact we had a lot of new machines
in our booth.
We also profited this occasion to introduce a restyled re-dimensioning of the skips and to “rename”
the entire range of our tracked dumpers. The new names have harmonized and unified all the
machines descriptions and payload capacity
In fact the abbreviation TC (internationally valid as “Trasportatore Cingolato”, “Tracked Carrier” and
"Transporteur Chenillé") in addition to the max payload capacity value will now help the customers
to exactly indentify the model they need.

Here below a self-explanatory comparative chart with old and new names

NEW MESSERSÌ TRACK DUMPERS NAMING 2018
PAYLOAD IN
KG

ENGINE

HYDRAULIC
TRANSMISSION

OLD NAME

NEW NAME

TCH05 B&S
TCH05 H

TC45
TC50

450 PETROL 5.5 HP
500 PETROL 6.5 HP

GEAR PUMPS
GEAR PUMPS

TCH07D

TC50d

500 DIESEL 7 HP

GEAR PUMPS

TCH09

TC80

800 PETROL 9 HP

GEAR PUMPS

TCH13

TC85

850 DIESEL 10 HP

GEAR PUMPS

TCH10DY

TC85d

850 PETROL 13 HP

GEAR PUMPS

CH2 9HP

TC75

750 PETROL 9 HP

PISTON PUMPS

CH2R13

TC90

900 PETROL 13 HP

PISTON PUMPS

CH2R13D

TC90d

900 DIESEL 13 HP

PISTON PUMPS

CH2N13D

TC95d

950 DIESEL 13 HP

PISTON PUMPS

TCHR800

TC100

1000 PETROL 16 HP

PISTON PUMPS

TCHR800D

TC100d

1000 DIESEL 13 HP

PISTON PUMPS

TCH800FED

TC120-e

1200 BATTERY

FULL ELECTRIC

TCHR812D

TC120d

1200 DIESEL 18 HP

PISTON PUMPS

TCH1000

TC130d

1300 DIESEL 20 HP

PISTON PUMPS

TCH1500

TC150d

1500 DIESEL 20 HP

PISTON PUMPS

TCH2300

TC230d

2300 DIESEL 25 HP

PISTON PUMPS

TCH2500

TC250d

2500 DIESEL 48 HP

PISTON PUMPS

FAMILY - LINE

UTILITY

TRUSTY

EVOLUTION

ALL TERRAIN

For example, the “Evolution line” family consists now in different models type: TC100, TC100d,
TC120d, TC130d with various capacities (from 1 to 1,3 Ton, petrol or diesel) plus the TC120-e
version that is the well known model “zero emission” fully electric powered with lithium batteries
unique machine able to work one day shift with one overnight recharge. The new release for
Intermat was the latest version with CAN-BUS technology and remote control (option).

The TC120e, has now important and
interesting innovations in the joysticks
and
inverters
internal
electronic
management by the CAN bus system,
which makes simpler all the operations,
from assembling phases to general
maintenance and set-up. This opens a lot
of new possibilities in the problem solving
via software, because the machine
management parameters can be changed
remotely

Big interest has been created by the golden dumper exhibited in Paris celebrating the milestone of
25,000 units, produced by Messersì. A long successfully history started with the wheeled versions
now substituted by the tracked types.

This important result was also celebrated by the most important magazines reporting it with
interesting overview of the Italian company.

On the showground, for the first time it has been introduced a new version of the innovative
TC230d (born only one year ago) now available with swivel skip and self-loading shovel, to get the
best from this “muscle” machine. It is a 2.3 Ton payload dumper, equipped with a Tier4 19kW
engine and joystick controls, unique on the market.

From the mini-excavator side, impressive impact in our booth had the new style M70W wheeled
excavator in Customer’s personalized orange color with multifunctional hydraulic system to
improve performances and flexibility of this hi-productivity machine. Also available powered by a
diesel Kubota engine Common Rail Stage IV Final with electronic DPF (version M75W, 8 Ton
category), ready for the severe emission norms STAGE V from 2020.

Intermat 2018 also saw the launch of the new mini-digger M18DS, with the acronym DS indicating
"Double Speed" (two speeds hydraulic driving motors). Born as an evolution of the very successful
M18BE, with new design and enhanced in the performance by the addition of modern electroproportional joysticks.

As usual, all here at Messersì would like to thank all the customers and visitors who had the
chance to visit the booth at Intermat while those who were unable to attend the show, are welcome
to contact us to get all the information about the company and the products through the below
channels:

Messersì S.p.A.
Via Arceviese, 44 - 60010 Casine di Ostra (AN) - ITALY
Ph. +39 071688771 – Fax: +39 071688586
Mob. +39 3358756643 (Marco Grucci)
E-mail: export@messersi.it
Internet: www.messersi.it
Youtube: Messersì
Facebook: Messersì

